
Description

The appearance of this popular furnishing wood is determined by the alternation of light early wood and darker late wood clearly delineated on both sides. This creates

tangentially strikingly beautiful veins and radially fine, but also strong stripes, which unfold their decorative effect. The colour of the larch is yellowish brown and pale

reddish to strong brick red.

Trade names and other namesTrade names and other names
German: Lärche gedämpft, Lärche heimisch astrein, Lärche heimisch

 English: Steamed Larch, Steamed European Larch

 French: Méléze étuvé, Mélèze d'Europe étuvé

 Italian: Larice evaporato, Larice comune evaporato

 Spanish: Alerce europeo, Lárice

 Dutch: Europese lork, Europese lariks

 Portuguese: Alerce, Cedro, Larice-europeu ou Lariço-europeu

 Arabic: Lariqs munfad

 Chinese: ���

Available thicknessesAvailable thicknesses
32, 38, 40, 50, 60, 63, 80, 98 mm, other thicknesses on request.

OccurrenceOccurrence
Widespread over Central Europe with focal points in the Alps, the Carpathians and in Poland, in other parts Larch ( Larix decidua ) is cultivated.

Bouls Larch steamed 32 mm
Item No.  02-000409
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Trunk and barkTrunk and bark
The tree of the Larch reaches a height of up to 45m and diameters of up to 1.2m. Larches grown in forests and closed stands are very straight and cylindrical, and up to 2/3

of their length is free of branches. The bark of the larch is smooth and ash-grey on young trees, later becoming up to 3cm thick and barky. Larch has a very high proportion

of bark on the trunk and this is 16-24%.

Characteristics and wood colourCharacteristics and wood colour
The annual rings of Larch are clearly visible due to the broad, dark late wood zones. Larch splint is narrow and light yellowish-brown. The heartwood is dark reddish-

brown when fresh, later darkening. 

Specifications
Category Lumber

Product group Unedged lumber

Thicknesses 32 mm

Weight kg/m3 600.000

Specie Steamed Larch

Botanical name Larix decidua

Wood type Softwood

Main occurrence Europe

Wood origin Germany | Italy | Austria | Switzerland | Czech Republic

Certification not certified | FSC®100% | 100% PEFC

Colour dark brown

Hue medium colour

Use doors | construction wood

Surface structure rough-cut

Humidity 10% ± 2%

Customs tariff number 44071910

Packaging loosely

Items on stock yes

Date of delivery approx. 3 - 6 working days

Postal shipping nein

Documents
Prospekt Furniere & Massivholz

Prospekt Altholz

Holzdeklaration

https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000003/ATL_prospekt_furniere_massivholz_web.pdf
https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000002/ATL_prospekt_altholz_web.pdf
https://atlasholz.ch/content/files/productsdocuments/PDOC000240/Holzdeklaration_v2017_de.pdf
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